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We herein perform open circuit voltage decay (OCVD) measurements on methy-
lammonium lead iodide (CH3NH3PbI3) perovskite solar cells to increase the under-
standing of the charge carrier recombination dynamics in this emerging technology.
Optically pulsed OCVD measurements are conducted on CH3NH3PbI3 solar cells
and compared to results from another type of thin-film photovoltaics, namely, the
two reference polymer–fullerene bulk heterojunction solar cell devices based on
P3HT:PC60BM and PTB7:PC70BM blends. We observe two very different time do-
mains of the voltage transient in the perovskite solar cell with a first drop on a short
time scale that is similar to the decay in the studied organic solar cells. However,
65%–70% of the maximum photovoltage persists on much longer timescales in the
perovskite solar cell than in the organic devices. In addition, we find that the re-
combination dynamics in all time regimes are dependent on the starting illumination
intensity, which is also not observed in the organic devices. We then discuss the
potential origins of these unique behaviors. © 2014 Author(s). All article content,
except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4885255]

The need for affordable, reliable, and sustainable energy sources is expected to become more and
more critical in the near future. In addition to organic photovoltaics, a new class of thin film devices
based on methylammonium lead halide perovskites has gained a lot of attention as a promising
solution to these needs. Since their first use as a photoactive material in 2009, an unprecedented
increase in power conversion efficiency (PCE) from 3.8%1 to over 15% was rapidly achieved.2–5

The initial development of this new technology was mainly focused on increasing efficiencies and
has been quite successful. However, in order to continue these developments, further understanding
of the fundamental processes is imperative to identify the critical parameters for production and
overall performance.6

Charge transport and recombination dynamics in organic bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells
have been intensively studied.7–9 In polymer–fullerene solar cells, charge carrier transport occurs
by a hopping process between localized charge states on the molecules,10 and the recombination
dynamics are often described using the Langevin model.11 In some blends, however, deviations from
the Langevin model have been identified,12, 13 and a number of explanations have been proposed.14, 15

In contrast, perovskite films have several distinct differences that are likely to affect charge
recombination behavior. First, the films are rather crystalline, showing a well defined x-ray diffrac-
tion pattern.16 In addition, Stoumpos et al. recently measured that the perovskite crystal structure
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CH3NH3PbI3 demonstrates ferroelectric capacitor-like behavior due to dipole reorientation.17

Theoretical calculations using density functional theory and density functional perturbation the-
ory have predicted a very large dielectric constant between 18 and 37,18 and similar meth-
ods have predicted a photoferroic effect that is expected to greatly reduce recombination.19 A
number of studies have investigated the charge carrier transport and recombination dynamics
in mesoporous perovskite device architectures.20–27 However, only a few studies have looked
at these issues in planar thin-film devices. Gonzalez-Pedro et al. have found slower recom-
bination in the planar devices using impedance spectroscopy,28 and Ponseca et al. have iden-
tified long living charge carriers up to the 10 μs timescale with time resolved microwave
conductivity.29

In this letter, we highlight our observations of the charge carrier recombination dynamics in
planar thin-film CH3NH3PbI3 solar cells (MAPbI3) at open-circuit conditions using open-circuit
voltage decay (OCVD) with a time resolution up to tens of seconds. As a reference point, we
compare the performance of the perovskite devices to two polymer–fullerene solar cells based
on blends of poly(3-hexyl thiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT):[6,6]-phenyl-C61 butyric acid methyl es-
ter (PC60BM) and poly[[4,8-bis [(2-ethylhexyl) oxy] benzo [1,2-b:4,5-b′] dithiophene-2,6-diyl[3-
fluoro-2-[(2-ethylhexyl) carbonyl] thieno [3,4-b] thiophenediyl]](PTB7):[6,6]-phenyl-C71 butyric
acid methyl ester (PC70BM) with 3 vol.% of the additive 1,8-diiodooctane.

The active layer of the MAPbI3 solar cells was made by vapor deposition in accordance with
details outlined previously.16, 30, 31 An inverted device structure was used with a 340 nm thick
MAPbI3layer, poly(3,4-ethylendioxythiophene):polystyrolsulfonate(PEDOT:PSS) and poly[N,N0-
bis(4-butylphenyl)-N,N0-bis(phenyl)benzidine] (polyTPD) as hole transport layers, and a thin layer
of PC60BM as an electron transport layer. The organic BHJ cells were manufactured in accordance
with preparation routines published previously.8, 32

Prior to any additional measurements, a solar simulator (Oriel 1160 AM 1.5G) was used to per-
form illuminated I–V measurements in an inert glovebox atmosphere. For the OCVD measurements,
the non-encapsulated organic BHJ samples were directly transferred to a He closed cycle optical
cryostat without exposure to air. The samples were illuminated by an array of pulsed high power
white light light-emitting diodes (LEDs) (Cree). The intensity of the LED array was adjusted to
obtain a short-circuit current matching the value measured when illuminated by the solar simulator
to implement illumination conditions ranging from 0.01 to 3.1 suns. The repetition rate of the LED
pulse was set to 10 mHz. At higher pulse frequencies, the Voc of the MAPbI3 sample did not drop
to zero before starting the subsequent pulse. To keep the solar cell at open circuit conditions, a 1.5
G� resistance of a voltage amplifier (FEMTO) was used, and the voltage transients were acquired
by a digital storage oscilloscope (Agilent DSO 90254A).

To benchmark the overall performance of the devices, the I–V characteristics of the investigated
material systems are shown in Fig. 1(a). All three systems show exceptionally good I–V behavior
under solar illumination. The P3HT:PC60BM cell obtained a PCE value of 3% with a high fill factor
of 70%, a Voc of 575 mV, and a Jsc of 7.52 mA/cm2. The PTB7:PC70BM showed a PCE of 6.6%
with a very high fill factor of 74%, a Voc of 718 mV, and a Jsc of 12.6 mA/cm2. The MAPbI3 device
showed the highest performance with an 8.3% PCE, a Voc of 1.05 V, and a Jsc of 15.0 mA/cm2, but the
fill factor was only 53%. In addition, we performed dark I–V measurements, shown in Fig. 1(b). We
highlight that all devices showed good dark diode behavior with very low leakage current. However,
the MAPbI3 device appears to be significantly affected by shunting below 550 mV, whereas the
PTB7:PC70BM device had a weaker shunt effect starting at 300 mV, and the P3HT:PC60BM device
showed almost no shunting.

Subsequently, Voc decay transients were measured on each solar cell. Fig. 2 shows the Voc

transients with three different illumination intensities of 0.01, 0.1, and 1 sun for each sample. In the
organic devices, once the photovoltage decay begins, both show single exponential decays over sev-
eral orders of magnitude in time. This decay trend continues until completion in the P3HT:PC60BM.
However, in PTB7:PC70BM, a second regime is observed after 10 ms where the slope of the decay
increases. This transition occurs at a Voc value of about 300 mV, where shunting behavior was
observed in the dark I–V curves (Fig. 1(b)). We attribute this change in the Voc decay to the onset of
a shunt pathway, which more rapidly reduces the photovoltage.
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FIG. 1. (a) Current–voltage characteristics of CH3NH3PbI3 (green), P3HT:PC60BM (red), and PTB7:PC70BM (blue) solar
cells and (b) corresponding dark I–V characteristics. The transition to shunt resistance limitation of the diode is marked
with a dashed vertical line for CH3NH3PbI3and PTB7:PC70BM devices. No significant shunt resistance can be observed for
P3HT:PC60BM samples.
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FIG. 2. Open circuit voltage transients for the CH3NH3PbI3 (green), PTB7:PC70BM (blue), and P3HT:PC60BM (red) solar
cells for 1 sun, 0.1 sun, and 0.01 sun illumination.

In contrast, the MAPbI3 device shows very different Voc decay behavior. We observed three
distinct time regimes, a fast partial decay within 10–100 μs, an extremely slow decay in the range
between 1 and 100 ms, and then a final faster decay on the 10 s timescale. While the open circuit
voltage of the two organic solar cells drops to zero well within 1 s, the MAPbI3 device was still
at around 700 mV at this time and needs an additional 50 s to reach zero voltage. In the fast time
regime, the Voc value decreases quite quickly, but only to around 70% of the maximum photovoltage.
This remaining photovoltage then persists for five decades of time. The final photovoltage decay
occurs when Voc reaches a value of 600 mV. Similar to the PTB7:PC70BM device, this final regime
corresponds to the onset of the shunt in the dark I–V measurements, and we attribute this final decay
to device shunting. We expect that the photovoltage would actually last even longer if it were not
for the presence of the shunt.

When comparing the measurements at different illumination intensities in Fig. 2, one can clearly
see that the MAPbI3 solar cell again behaves quite differently from the organic solar cells. In the
latter, the different illumination intensities only affect the short time scales. Once the Voc reaches
steady decay and the same voltage level, the remaining Voc transient is identical and independent of
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FIG. 3. Recombination dynamics of CH3NH3PbI3 solar cells. (a) Charge carrier transients with recombination order (slope)
and (b) relative recombination coefficient for illumination intensities of 1, 0.1, and 0.01 suns.

the illumination level. Interestingly, in the MAPbI3 sample, the illumination intensity affects both
the starting steady state level of Voc and the subsequent decay pathway.

At this point, assuming that the photovoltage is equal to the quasi Fermi level splitting, Voc can
be directly related to the charge carrier density in the device,

Voc = kB T

q
· ln

(
np

n0 p0

)
, (1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, q is the elementary charge, n and p are
the total concentrations of electrons and holes, respectively, and n0 and p0 are the intrinsic electron
and hole concentrations, respectively. For a device kept at open circuit conditions, the drop in Voc

is exclusively due to charge carrier recombination within the device. For the MAPbI3 device, this
means that we observe two very different recombination regimes in which the charge carriers have
two very different lifetimes. First, a population of carriers recombines relatively fast, similar to
that observed in the organic devices, but the remaining carriers are very long lived. To analyze
this behavior in more detail, we first assume that recombination occurs between one electron and
one hole. We disregard here for now the possibility of an Auger recombination process due to
the low charge carrier densities expected at low illumination intensity. As a result, we can define
the recombination rate of the charge carriers using the standard second order recombination rate
equation,

dn

dt
= −krec(np − n0 p0), (2)

where krec is the recombination coefficient. Then, by combining Eqs. (1) and (2), we can relate the
dynamics of the Voc decays from Fig. 1 directly to the carrier recombination dynamics.

Figure 3(a) shows how a quantity proportional to the carrier density decays over time in
the MAPbI3 device for each illumination intensity tested. As discussed previously, the starting
illumination intensity has a significant effect on the photovoltage decay, which can be seen here in
this context as a clear impact on the recombination dynamics. Fitting was performed on the linear
regimes of the log-log plot to extract the apparent recombination order (slope) for each illumination
intensity. For 1 sun illumination, a recombination order of 2.0 is observed at short timescales, but the
effective recombination order increases as the illumination intensity decreases, reaching a value of
2.3 at 0.1 sun and 2.7 at 0.01 sun. At longer times, all illumination intensities show the transition to the
very slow recombination regime in which the effective recombination order increases dramatically.

Fig. 3(b) shows a quantity proportional to krec derived from the Voc transients in Fig. 2 using
Eqs. (1) and (2) as a function of time. First, at very short times, it can be seen that the absolute
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magnitude of the recombination coefficient is significantly higher for higher illumination intensities,
differing by an order of magnitude between 0.01 and 1 sun. Furthermore, a time and/or carrier
concentration dependence of the recombination coefficient can be observed at longer timescales.
Here, a decrease in krec over time correlates with a smaller slope of decay in Fig. 3(a) and a higher
effective recombination order.

Regarding the observed recombination orders, while recombination orders greater than two
have been previously observed in mesoporous perovskite devices and assigned to a competing
Auger recombination mechanism,22 this explanation does not fit with our results. At the highest
illumination intensity, only second order kinetics are observed. A potential third order mechanism
would be expected to become more dominant at higher illumination intensities, but we observed
the opposite trend. As a result, a higher effective recombination order is likely due to a carrier
concentration or time dependent recombination coefficient. In the Langevin recombination model,
this would correlate with a charge carrier concentration or time dependent mobility. In the organic
devices, the effective recombination orders also exceeded two, and a charge carrier concentration
dependent mobility is a leading explanation for this behavior.32, 33

We now discuss different possible explanations for the unique features observed in the MAPbI3

solar cells. First, the presence of defects and grain boundaries within the polycrystalline CH3NH3PbI3

film or at the transport layer interfaces could introduce trap states that have a major impact on the
recombination dynamics. If there are a significant number of trap states for both electrons and holes,
long living charge carriers may be expected due to a slow detrapping process that would be required
for them to encounter one another and recombine. Within this concept, the fast voltage decay regime
would correspond to the recombination of free electrons and free holes, and the very slow decay would
correspond to the recombination of the slowly detrapped carriers. However, this concept struggles to
explain the illumination intensity dependence of the recombination dynamics. In a simple trapping
model, the recombination rate should only depend on the overall carrier concentration and not on the
initial illumination intensity. This distinct difference between the MAPbI3 device and the organic
solar cells makes it difficult to use the same trapping models.

Second, as mentioned earlier, a light-induced ferroelectric polarization was measured and pre-
dicted for the CH3NH3PbI3 crystal structure.17–19 With these properties, Frost et al. predicted the
formation of small polarized domains within the MAPbI3 film that may act as small pn-junctions.19

Such small polarized domains are hypothesized to help separate the electrons and holes and also
depress charge carrier recombination. It is still unclear how strong of an impact such dipole domains
should have, but if the dipole domain formation is light intensity dependent, it could potentially
explain the intensity dependence of the fast timescale recombination dynamics.

Another possible explanation for the ultra long-lived carriers is due to the transport layers. At
steady state, electrons and holes both populate the perovskite layer, but only electrons populate the
electron transport layer and only holes populate the hole transport layer. This creates two distinct
carrier populations, one in the perovskite active layer and another in the transport layers, which
could account for the two distinct recombination regimes. Within this model, the fast recombination
regime would be due to the carriers already in the perovskite layer. The slow recombination regime
would be due to recombination that is rate limited by the injection of electrons and/or holes back
into the perovskite layer where they could then access an oppositely charged carrier in the bulk or at
the opposing interface. In perovskite solar cells or dye sensitized solar cells using a TiO2 scaffold
as an electron transport layer, a long carrier lifetime is also found and explained by segregation of
the electrons into the TiO2.26, 27

However, we want to stress that, from this set of experiments, we cannot make any final
conclusions about the origins of the persistent open circuit voltage nor the illumination intensity
dependence of the recombination dynamics. Further experiments are needed to get a more complete
picture of these behaviors. Finally, we point out that if other transient measurements are to be
conducted on perovskite solar cells, it is of vital importance to substantially change the operating
measurement time scales to carefully account for the large amount of long-lived charges.

In summary, we employed optically pulsed open circuit voltage decay measurements to probe
the charge carrier dynamics of MAPbI3 solar cells and compared the experimental findings with
two well known organic solar cells. In the MAPbI3 solar cell and in contrast to the organic devices,
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we observe two very different time regimes for the voltage decay. At short times (<100 μs), the
decay of Voc is fast, similar to the two organic solar cells. However, between 100 μs and 1 s the
open circuit voltage measured in the MAPbI3 solar cell shows a much slower decay. If it was not
for the shunt leakage current at lower voltages, the photovoltage would have likely persisted even
longer.

In addition, the starting illumination intensity was shown to have a significant impact on the
recombination dynamics at all timescales, which was not observed in the organic devices. Particularly
on the fast timescale, the illumination intensity was found to impact both the recombination rate
coefficient and the effective recombination order. The recombination order was found to increase
above two at lower illumination intensity, indicating a carrier concentration or time dependent
recombination coefficient that arises at low illumination intensities. We then considered several
different scenarios to explain the unique behaviors observed in the MAPbI3 solar cell, but emphasize
that further work is needed to elucidate their precise physical origins.
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